
Comprehensive remediation
TToday's resilient malware piggybacks on critical system files or boot 
records to manipulate Windows and antivirus software, even before 
the operating system boots. HitmanPro can remove persistent threats 
from within the running operating system and replaces infected 
Windows resources with safe original versions. Re-infection attempts 
are blocked until threat remediation has finished.

Collective intelligence
TTo help identify distinct malware families, HitmanPro leverages its 
"security from the Cloud" infrastructure which also contains malware 
databases from other virus labs, like Bitdefender and Kaspersky Lab. 
Where needed, HitmanPro will also query its Cloud database for 
hardware-specific recipes on how to decloak malware that is 
manipulating kernel, memory, and other system elements.

No. 1 solution against persistent and police-themed ransomware
HitmanPHitmanPro contains a unique feature called Kickstart. It can turn your 
USB flash drive into an easy-to-use rescue solution against 
police-themed ransomware, and other presistent malware that has 
taken your computer hostage or prevents normal computer use.

More information:
www.hitmanpro.com

Unethical behaviors
HitmanPHitmanPro has been taught to look for unethical behaviors instead of 
just typical static malware attributes; because it is a lot harder for 
malware-authors to radically change the manipulative behavior of 
their malware than to change its static properties. By combining 
forensic, behavior and collective intelligence, HitmanPro is the single 
most effective solution to combat new and resilient malware.

CSI forensics
HitmanPHitmanPro is a 'crime scene investigator' and forensics lab in one. 
Instead of relying on virus signatures, it gathers actionable intelligence 
and examines the collected information to ultimately tell you which 
files act and look like malware. HitmanPro does not require prior 
knowledge of a threat to detect it, so no need to wait for your antivirus 
vendor to provide a detection signature.

Wouldn't you want to know if your virus protection software 
missed anything? Because each time a new virus or other malware 
is discovered that is not consistent with previously known threats, 
a new signature must be created. Depending on the antivirus 
vendor, this can take hours, days, or sometimes even weeks.

HitmanPHitmanPro delivers confidence in a world where deemed safe 
computers are regularly attacked and compromised. It is designed to 
discover viruses, trojans, rootkits, bootkits, spyware and other 
malware on up-to-date and fully protected computers—the zero-day, 
early-life and next-generation malware for which your antivirus 
software has no immediate detection signature.

Is your antivirus failing?
SurfRight


